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Cathy, a 40-year-old mother of three, arrives in your office for her annual physical. 
She has purchased a commercial genomewide scan (see the Glossary), which she be-
lieves measures the clinically meaningful risk that common diseases will develop, 
and has completed her family history online using My Family Health Portrait (www 
.familyhistory.hhs.gov), a tool developed for this purpose by the U.S. Surgeon Gen-
eral. Her genomewide scan suggests a slightly elevated risk of breast cancer, but 
you correctly recognize that this information is of unproven value in routine clinical 
care. On importing Cathy’s family-history file, your office’s electronic health record 
system alerts you to the fact that Cathy is of Ashkenazi Jewish heritage and has sev-
eral relatives with breast cancer, putting her at heightened risk for the hereditary 
breast and ovarian cancer syndrome. The system prompts you to discuss Cathy’s risk 
of breast and ovarian cancer during the visit. Considering both her family history 
and ancestry, you refer Cathy to a health care professional with advanced genetics 
training for consultation.

In the coming months Cathy elects to have her DNA tested for mutations in 
BRCA1 and BRCA2, the genes associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer 
syndrome, and to undergo a mammographic examination. Although the results of 
her genetic tests are negative, her mammogram reveals a suspicious abnormality. A 
biopsy is performed, and breast cancer is detected. Surgery is successful. Pathologi-
cal examination of tissue from the excised tumor reveals that it is positive for estro-
gen-receptor protein and negative for human epidermal growth factor receptor type 2 
(HER2); the lymph glands are free of cancer cells. Genetic-expression profiling of 
the tumor indicates a relatively high risk of recurrent cancer, and Cathy elects to re-
ceive adjuvant chemotherapy followed by treatment with tamoxifen. Five years later, 
the cancer has not recurred.

Remarkable advances have been made in understanding the hu-
man genome’s contribution to health and disease since the first Genomic 
Medicine series was launched in the Journal in 2002.1,2 The vignette about 

Cathy illustrates the strengths and limitations of these advances. Completion of the 
Human Genome Project in 20033,4 was a major driver for the current period of bio-
medical discovery, and the pace continues to accelerate. This project spurred the 
development of innovations with extraordinary benefits. Initially, clinically useful 
discoveries derived from the Human Genome Project yielded improvements in “ge-
netic medicine” — that is, the use of knowledge about single genes to improve the 
diagnosis and treatment of single-gene disorders. However, our increased under-
standing of the interactions between the entire genome and nongenomic factors 
that result in health and disease is paving the way for an era of “genomic medicine,” 
in which new diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to common multifactorial 
conditions are emerging.
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As a result of genomic discoveries, increasing 
numbers of clinical guidelines now suggest in-
corporating genomic tests or therapeutics into 
routine care. In some cases, the rapidity of trans-
lation has sparked debate regarding the level of 
evidence of clinical benefit needed to introduce 
new, and potentially costly, medical technolo-
gies.5,6 Although the effect of genomic discovery 
on the day-to-day practice of medicine has not 
been well quantified, it probably remains small 
in primary care and nonacademic settings as com-
pared with, for example, oncology practice in an 
academic medical center. Regardless of where 
medicine is practiced, genomics is inexorably 
changing our understanding of the biology of 
nearly all medical conditions. How can any clini-
cian understand the diagnosis and treatment of 
breast cancer, much less explain it to a patient 
such as Cathy, without a rudimentary understand-
ing of genomic medicine?

Here, laying the groundwork for the rest of this 
series, we review key conceptual and technologi-
cal advances in genomics that have occurred since 
the first series appeared in 2002. Readers who 
wish to review core principles of genetics and ge-
nomics are encouraged to revisit that first prim-
er.1 A glossary of key terms appears in this ar-
ticle and will be updated throughout the course 
of the Genomic Medicine series.

Defining the Gene  
a nd I t s  R egul ation

The question of how genes are defined and regu-
lated is deceptively simple. However, the answer 
has become increasingly complex and remains a 
work in progress. Gaining a comprehensive under-
standing of gene structure and regulation is sub-
stantially more than an academic exercise — it 
provides avenues to develop better diagnostic, 
prognostic, preventive, and therapeutic approach-
es to both rare and common diseases.

The gene was traditionally defined as a unit 
of heredity. Once DNA had been identified as the 
basis of heredity, and the central dogma of mo-
lecular biology (DNA→RNA→protein) had been es-
tablished, the gene was defined as a segment of 
DNA encoding a protein.7 But with the discovery 
of new classes of RNA, the traditional definition 
of a gene has required re-examination. The emerg-
ing picture of gene regulation depicts interdepen-
dent layers and webs of control consisting of in-
teractions of DNA with regulatory proteins and 

RNA molecules that are akin to the interactions 
that occur in computer circuitry. This development 
has led to the rise of sophisticated “systems biol-
ogy” approaches to understanding regulation.8

The rigorous comparison of the full genome 
sequences of organisms from bacteria to the chim-
panzee has contributed greatly to our understand-
ing of human gene structure and regulation. Ta-
ble 1 provides an abbreviated list of organisms 
whose genomes have been fully sequenced.9-18 
“Comparative genomics” relies on the fact that 
DNA sequences that are critical to gene function 
are typically conserved across species. Such cross-
species comparisons have shown that although the 
human genome contains approximately 20,000 
protein-coding genes9,19 (a relatively small num-
ber — both cows20 and mustard plants21 have 
more), we make protean use of them. Close in-
spection reveals that some human genes are nested 
within other genes, that genes can occur on for-
ward and reverse strands of the same DNA se-
quence, and that a single gene can encode mul-
tiple proteins or RNA molecules. Moreover, a great 
diversity of regulatory sequences in DNA can be 
located anywhere from inside the gene they af-
fect to a great distance from that gene.22 Protein–
DNA and RNA–DNA interactions and chemical 
modifications of DNA that do not affect the pri-
mary sequence also affect gene expression. In-
creasingly, the three-dimensional structure of DNA 
is recognized as playing an important role in 
regulating gene expression.23 Regulation of the 
transcription of DNA to RNA is only the first layer 
of control of gene expression in humans — alter-
native splicing (the processing of newly synthe-
sized RNA molecules into the final functional 
RNA molecule) and regulation of translation (the 
process by which ribosomes read messenger RNA 
[mRNA] molecules to create proteins) are also 
tightly regulated (Fig. 1).

One of the more remarkable stories to unfold 
in biology since 2002 is the diverse and ubiquitous 
role of small RNA molecules in gene regulation.24 
Evidence suggests that this class of molecules con-
tributes to disease pathogenesis, particularly in 
cancer25 and diseases caused by dysregulation of 
the immune system.26 Tests based on expression 
patterns of microRNAs (miRNAs) in tumors can 
augment traditional pathological techniques for 
determining the cell type giving rise to tumors27; 
miRNAs are endogenous noncoding RNA mol-
ecules, usually 22 nucleotides in length, that in-
hibit translation of their target RNAs. Similar in 
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concept to the miRNA is the small, or short, inter-
fering RNA (siRNA), which binds to complemen-
tary mRNA molecules and represses translation 
through degradation. Rationally designed syn-
thetic siRNA molecules are currently being tested 
in advanced clinical trials.28

Genomic Va r i ation

Given the diversity of the human species, there is 
no “normal” human genome sequence. We are 
all mutants. Specific locations in the human ge-
nome where differences between individual peo-
ple are found are generally referred to as varia-
tions, and the term “normal” or “wild type” is often 
used to refer to the most common variant at a 
location in a given population group. In its sim-
plest form, the variation has two different spell-
ings, referred to as “alleles.” If the frequency of 
the minor allele is greater than 1%, such variants 
are called polymorphisms. The word “mutation” 
is generally reserved for changes in DNA that are 
believed or known to be pathologic (e.g., the mu-
tations in the gene that causes cystic fibrosis — 
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance reg-
ulator, or CFTR) or for changes that are recent 
(e.g., a DNA base change in a cancer that is not 
present in the patient’s germ-line DNA). A per-
son’s complete genomic sequence (genotype), act-
ing in concert with environmental influences, 
creates individuality (phenotype). A collection of 
alleles arranged linearly along a person’s DNA mol-
ecule is known as a haplotype. Humans are very 
similar at the DNA sequence level; about 99.6% of 
base pairs are identical from person to person.29 
Given the size of the genome (approximately 6 bil-
lion bp in every nucleated non–germ-line cell), there 
is substantial latitude for individual genetic vari-
ation, since the difference between any two peo-
ple is about 24 million bp.

Deleterious mutations occurring in the DNA of 
germ-line cells become ubiquitous mutations in 
the developing body because they are present in 
every cell. These mutations can give rise to the 
classical mendelian patterns of inheritance. New 
mutations in somatic cells are not transmitted 
from generation to generation and are critical to 
the development of cancer. Alterations in mito-
chondrial DNA, which are heritable through the 
maternal lineage, give rise to a variety of uncom-
mon conditions that typically affect energy me-
tabolism. The familial aggregation of disease seen 
in complex conditions such as diabetes and coro-

nary artery disease — disorders in which pheno-
type is determined by both genes and environ-
ment — can be the result of contributions from 
both common and rare genetic variations.

Events contributing to genomic variation fall 
into three categories: single-base-pair changes 
(or point mutations) that disturb the “normal” 
DNA nucleotide sequence (e.g., substitution of 
adenine for guanine); insertions and deletions of 
nucleotides from the DNA; and structural rear-
rangements that reshuffle the DNA sequence, thus 
changing the order of nucleotides (Fig. 2).

Although these broad categories for describing 
variation have not changed over the past several 
years, our understanding of the content of the 
categories has changed. Consider simple single-
base-pair changes in the DNA sequence. The 
HapMap Project, completed in 2005,30 provided 
a genomewide map of common single-base-pair 
variations (also known as single-nucleotide poly-
morphisms, or SNPs) in persons from a variety 
of population groups. This project has shown that 
SNPs are very common throughout the human 
genome, are often correlated with their neighbor-
ing SNPs, and occur, on average, approximately 
every 800 bp. The HapMap Project has also pro-
vided a powerful tool (the so-called genomewide 
association study) that facilitates the identification 
of genetic associations with complex conditions.

Over the past 5 years, genomewide association 
studies have made it possible to measure the as-
sociations between mapped SNPs and the pres-
ence of common complex conditions in large pa-
tient cohorts, thereby revolutionizing the study of 
many traits and diseases.31 In 2003, a mere hand-
ful of gene variants were known to be associated 
with common complex conditions; the number 
of well-validated associations is now in the hun-
dreds, and the list grows each week.32 Counter-
intuitively, most of the SNPs that have been found 
to be associated with common complex condi-
tions to date are outside the protein-coding DNA 
sequence (exons) of genes. In fact, some SNPs, 
such as those on chromosome 8q24, which are 
associated with an increased risk of prostate can-
cer, occur at great base-pair distances from any 
known protein-coding sequence.33 We have much 
to learn about the function of DNA between 
known genes.

Most SNPs associated with common diseases 
explain a small proportion of the observed con-
tribution of heredity to the risk of disease — in 
many cases less than 5 to 10% — substantially 
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Glossary

Allele: One of two or more versions of a genetic sequence at a particular location in the genome.

Alternative splicing: Use of different exons in the formation of messenger RNA from initially identical transcripts, which can result in the 
generation of related proteins from one gene, often in a manner specific to a type of tissue or a developmental stage.

Base pair (bp): Two nitrogenous bases paired together in double-stranded DNA by weak bonds; specific pairing of these bases (adenine 
with thymine and guanine with cytosine) facilitates accurate DNA replication; when quantified (e.g., 8 bp), bp refers to the physical 
length of a sequence of nucleotides.

BRCA1 and BRCA2: Tumor-suppressor genes associated with inherited forms of breast cancer and ovarian cancer. In women with muta-
tions in either gene, there is a much higher risk of breast and certain other cancers than in women without such mutations.

CFTR: The gene encoding cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator, a chloride channel expressed in epithelial cells that 
causes cystic fibrosis when mutated.

Complex condition: A condition caused by the interaction of multiple genes and environmental factors. Examples of complex conditions, 
which are also called multifactorial diseases, are cancer and heart disease.

Copy-number variation: Variation from one person to the next in the number of copies of a particular gene or DNA sequence. The full ex-
tent to which copy-number variation contributes to human disease is not yet known.

Deletion mutation: A mutation that involves the loss of genetic material. It can be small, involving a single missing DNA base pair, or 
large, involving a piece of a chromosome.

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, the molecules inside cells that carry genetic information and pass it from one generation to the next.

Epigenetic change: A change in the regulation of the expression of gene activity without alteration of genetic structure.

Exon: The portion of a gene that encodes amino acids.

Forward and reverse strands: The two strands of a double-stranded DNA molecule. The complementary nucleotide sequence of both 
strands may encode important information.

Gene: The fundamental physical and functional unit of heredity. A gene is an ordered sequence of nucleotides located in a particular  
position on a particular chromosome that encodes a specific functional product (i.e., a protein or an RNA molecule).

Gene chip: A solid substrate, usually silicon, onto which a microscopic matrix of nucleotides is attached. Gene chips, which can take a 
wide variety of forms, are frequently used to measure variations in the amount or sequence of nucleic acids in a sample.

Genome: The entire set of genetic instructions found in a cell. In humans, the genome consists of 23 pairs of chromosomes, found in 
the nucleus, as well as a small chromosome found in the cells’ mitochondria.

Genomewide association study: An approach used in genetics research to look for associations between many (typically hundreds of  
thousands) specific genetic variations (most commonly single-nucleotide polymorphisms) and particular diseases.

Genomewide scan: An assay that measures hundreds of thousands to millions of points of genetic variation across a person’s genome  
simultaneously, either for research or for clinical application.

Genotype: A person’s complete collection of genes. The term can also refer to the two alleles inherited for a particular gene.

Haplotype: A set of DNA variations, or polymorphisms, that tend to be inherited together. A haplotype can refer to a combination of  
alleles or to a set of single-nucleotide polymorphisms found on the same chromosome.

HapMap: The nickname of the International HapMap (short for “haplotype map”) Project, an international venture that seeks to map  
variations in human DNA sequences to facilitate the discovery of genetic variants associated with health. The HapMap describes  
common patterns of genetic variation among people.

Histone: A class of proteins that provide chromosomes with structural support. Histones can undergo reversible covalent modification  
and are associated with the regulation of gene expression.

Human Genome Project: An international project completed in 2003 that mapped and sequenced the entire human genome.

Insertion mutation: A type of mutation involving the addition of genetic material. An insertion mutation can be small, involving a single 
extra DNA base pair, or large, involving a piece of a chromosome.

Mendelian inheritance: Patterns of inheritance characteristic of organisms that reproduce sexually, as described by Austrian monk  
Gregor Mendel in the mid-19th century.

Methylation: The attachment of methyl groups to DNA at cytosine bases. Methylation is correlated with reduced transcription of the  
gene and is thought to be the principal mechanism in X-chromosome inactivation and imprinting.

Microarray: A technology used to study many genes at once. Thousands of gene sequences are placed in known locations on a glass slide.  
A sample containing DNA or RNA is deposited on the slide, now referred to as a gene chip. The binding of complementary base pairs 
from the sample and the gene sequences on the chip can be measured with the use of fluorescence to detect the presence and deter-
mine the amount of specific sequences in the sample.

microRNA (miRNA): A short regulatory form of RNA that binds to a target RNA and generally suppresses its translation by ribosomes.
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limiting the use of these markers to predict risk. 
It thus comes as no surprise that as yet there are 
no evidence-based guidelines that recommend 
the use of SNP markers in assessing the risk of 
common diseases in clinical care.34 Considerable 
resources are being invested in discovering these 
unknown sources of heritable risk.35 Improved 
risk-analysis models incorporating genomic and 
nongenomic factors will emerge when an in-
creased percentage of heritable risk can be mea-
sured.

An important yield of genomewide association 

studies is information about the role of specific 
proteins and biologic pathways in pathogenesis; 
these proteins and pathways are candidate targets 
for the development of preventive and therapeu-
tic methods for disease management. Examples 
include the complement factor system in age-relat-
ed macular degeneration and the autophagy path-
way in inflammatory bowel disease.

Insertions and deletions are common and 
range in size from one to thousands of base pairs; 
like SNPs, they can be benign (having no effect on 
phenotype) or can confer a risk of disease. A class 

Glossary (Continued.)

Mitochondrial DNA: The small circular chromosome found inside mitochondria. Mitochondria, and thus mitochondrial DNA, are passed 
from mother to offspring.

Messenger RNA (mRNA): RNA that serves as a template for protein synthesis.

Mutation: A change in a DNA sequence. Germ-line mutations occur in the eggs and sperm and can be passed on to offspring, whereas  
somatic mutations occur in body cells and are not passed on.

Next-generation sequencing: DNA sequencing that harnesses advances in miniaturization technology to simultaneously sequence multi-
ple areas of the genome rapidly and at low cost.

Nucleotide: The basic building block of nucleic acids. RNA and DNA are polymers made of long chains of nucleotides. A nucleotide con- 
sists of a sugar molecule (either ribose in RNA or deoxyribose in DNA) attached to a phosphate group and a nitrogen-containing  
base. The bases used in DNA are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). In RNA, the base uracil (U) takes the place  
of thymine.

Oligonucleotide: A short, typically synthetic, polymer of nucleotides.

Pharmacogenomics: A branch of pharmacology concerned with using DNA sequence variation to inform drug development and testing.  
An important application of pharmacogenomics is the correlation of individual genetic variations with drug responses.

Phenotype: The observable traits of an individual person, such as height, eye color, and blood type. Some traits are largely determined  
by genotype, whereas others are largely determined by environmental factors.

Point mutation: An alteration in DNA sequence caused by a single-nucleotide base change, insertion, or deletion.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): A laboratory technique used to amplify DNA sequences. Short, synthetic complementary DNA sequenc-
es called primers are used to select the portion of the genome to be amplified. The temperature of the sample is repeatedly raised and 
lowered to facilitate the copying of the target DNA sequence by a DNA-replication enzyme. The technique can produce a billion copies 
of the target sequence in just a few hours.

Rearrangement: A structural alteration in a chromosome, usually involving breakage and reattachment of a segment of chromosomal  
material, resulting in an abnormal configuration; examples include inversion and translocation.

Ribosome: A cellular particle made of RNA and protein that serves as the site for protein synthesis in the cell. The ribosome reads the  
sequence of the mRNA and, using the genetic code, translates the sequence of RNA bases into a sequence of amino acids.

RNA: Ribonucleic acid, a chemical similar to DNA. The several classes of RNA molecules play important roles in protein synthesis and 
other cell activities.

Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP): A single-nucleotide variation in a genetic sequence; a common form of variation in the human  
genome.

Small (or short) interfering RNA (siRNA): A short, double-stranded regulatory RNA molecule that binds to and induces the degradation  
of target RNA molecules.

Somatic cell: Any cell of the body except sperm and egg cells. Somatic cells are diploid, meaning that they contain two sets of chromo-
somes, one inherited from each parent. Mutations in somatic cells can affect the person in which they occur but are not passed on  
to offspring.

Systems biology: Research that takes a holistic rather than reductionist approach to understanding organism functions.

Transcription: The synthesis of an RNA copy from a sequence of DNA (a gene); a first step in gene expression.

Translation: During protein synthesis, the process through which the sequence of bases in a molecule of messenger RNA is read in order  
to create a sequence of amino acids.
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of these changes known as copy-number varia-
tions is associated with a growing list of disor-
ders that includes autism and schizophrenia.36,37 
Copy-number variations may account for part of 
the heritability of common diseases that cannot 
currently be accounted for by SNPs. Smaller struc-
tural rearrangements, not yet easily measured in 
large numbers of people, may also have a sub-
stantive role in pathogenesis, although much re-
mains to be learned about how and to what ex-
tent these changes contribute to heritable risk of 
disease, particularly in the case of common dis-
orders.

Our understanding of the role of epigenetic 
changes in the regulation of gene expression has 
advanced substantially over the past decade. Epi-
genetic changes are chemical alterations of the 
DNA molecule that do not affect the primary base-
pair sequence.38 An example is the enzymatic 
methylation of cytosine nucleotides in regions of 
DNA (often referred to as DNA methylation) that 
are not being actively transcribed in differentiated 
cells. This process has the effect of maintaining 
repression of the transcription of genes in the vi-
cinity of the methylated DNA. Cancers frequently 
show markedly abnormal patterns of DNA me-
thyl ation,39 and drugs targeting aberrant me-
thylation pathways are being studied in clinical 
trials. Chemical modification of DNA-binding 
proteins (e.g., histones) also affects transcription. 
Epigenetic changes vary with time and are in-

fluenced by the environment as well as genetic 
determinants.40

Me a sur emen t of Va r i ation

The landscape of molecular diagnostics is chang-
ing rapidly. In the pregenomics era, genetic diag-
nosis focused mainly on conditions caused by 
mutations in single genes that required the de-
tection of just one or a handful of mutations. Now 
the focus is shifting to highly multiplexed tests 
that detect thousands — even millions — of vari-
ants at once.41 Computer-chip technologies com-
bined with microscopical fluorescence detection 
allow the mass manufacture of highly efficient 
and accurate gene chips. In 2010, a single silicon 
chip can detect well over 1 million different base-
pair variations in a person’s genome in a few hours 
for a few hundred dollars. Generating the same 
amount of information in 2002, when the first 
article in the Genomic Medicine series appeared, 
would have required months of work by a labora-
tory team and hundreds of electrophoresis gels, 
at a cost of more than $500,000.

Clinical diagnostic laboratories continue to use 
assays based on the sequence-specific binding of 
short complementary DNA probes (oligonucle-
otides) to DNA samples from patients in order to 
detect mutations associated with single-gene dis-
orders. Generally, these assays rely on the poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify regions 

Table 1. Representative List of Organisms with Fully Sequenced Genomes.

Organism Classification Genome Size*
Estimated No. of Protein- 

Coding Genes†

Human (Homo sapiens) Placental mammal 3.2 Gb 19,042

Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) Placental mammal 2.7 Gb 19,000

Mouse (Mus musculus) Placental mammal 2.6 Gb 20,210

Dog (Canis familiaris) Placental mammal 2.4 Gb 19,300

Platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus) Monotreme 2.2 Gb 18,527

Rice (Oryza sativa) Plant 389 Mb 37,544

Mosquito (Anopheles gambiae) Insect 278 Mb 15,189

Plasmodium falciparum (organism causing 
malaria)

Protozoa 22.8 Mb 5,300

Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) Fungus 12.1 Mb 6,607

Escherichia coli Bacterium 4.6 Mb 3,200

Human immunodeficiency virus Retrovirus 9.1 Kb 9

* Kb denotes kilobases (103), Mb megabases (106), and Gb gigabases (109).
† Because the process of predicting protein-coding sequences is complex, estimates of gene numbers vary in the litera-

ture and change over time.
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of interest in a patient’s DNA; the PCR product 
is then analyzed for the presence or absence of 
mutations. New approaches, including the use of 
gene chips and sequencing, are rapidly eclipsing 
traditional methods of detecting human genetic 
variation and mutations.

Gene chips consist of a highly ordered micro-
scopic matrix of sequence-specific oligonucleotides 
tethered to a solid surface, known as a microar-
ray (Fig. 3). To perform a genomewide SNP scan 
such as the type purchased by Cathy, DNA is iso-
lated from a sample obtained from a patient, cut 
into small fragments, labeled with a fluorescent 
dye, and then incubated with the silicon chip. The 
fragments bind to the tethered oligonucleotides 
in a sequence-specific manner, and sophisticated 
scanning hardware and signal-processing soft-

ware analyze the pattern and intensity of the fluo-
rescence signal to determine the sequences pres-
ent in the sample. Barring human error in the 
laboratory, current clinical assays typically provide 
analytical sensitivities and specificities of more 
than 99.5%. Chip technologies have been adapted 
for use in a variety of clinical applications, includ-
ing measurement of changes in structural DNA 
in patients with unexplained mental retardation42 
and DNA expression profiling in the analysis of 
tumor samples.43 High-throughput genotyping 
can also be achieved with technologies based on 
the use of microfluidics and microscopic beads 
coated with oligonucleotides.44

The technology used to determine the complete 
DNA sequence of an individual person is also mov-
ing forward rapidly (Fig. 4, and the interactive 
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Figure 1. The Increasing Complexity of the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology.

The flow of genomic information from DNA to RNA to protein remains the basis for understanding genomic function (Panel A). A single 
gene can yield an extensive array of gene products, depending on the environment in which it is expressed, thereby expanding the reper-
toire of the 20,000 or so genes in the human genome (Panel B). The initial event of gene expression, transcription, is regulated by means 
of a complex choreography of events involving  the three-dimensional DNA structure, covalent chemical, or epigenetic, modifications of 
the DNA backbone, and interactions between protein and DNA and between RNA and DNA. Translation is similarly complex and tightly 
regulated by interactions between messenger RNA (mRNA) and proteins. Processing of single-precursor RNA (preRNA) molecules can 
yield multiple RNA products, including microRNA (miRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA) molecules. Post-translational modifica-
tion of proteins also contributes greatly to the diversity of the output of the human genome through modifications of individual imma-
ture proteins (e.g., folding, cleavage, and chemical modifications), which yield an array of related protein products.

An interactive 
graphic showing 
DNA-sequencing 
technologies 
is available at 
NEJM.org
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graphic available with the full text of this article 
at NEJM.org). Until very recently, even the most 
sophisticated automated-sequencing devices relied 
on strategies and chemistry invented in the 1970s. 
Commercial sequencing machines now make use 
of diverse methods.45 Each has strengths and 
weaknesses, but all are markedly faster and less 
expensive than the methods used to generate the 
first complete human genome sequences. Newer 
approaches have improved fidelity by deliberately 
sequencing the same section of DNA multiple 
times in a highly parallel manner. The sequence 
data are then assembled with the use of sophis-
ticated computer programs, a feat that requires 
considerable computational power. New sequenc-
ing methods based on nanotechnologies may 
further enhance accuracy while reducing costs.46

The goal of completely sequencing a human ge-
nome for $1,000 is in sight. Affordable, high-
throughput genome sequencing will be a key tool 
in biomedical research for the foreseeable future. 
One can envision how sequencing might augment 
areas of clinical practice as disparate as newborn 
screening, drug selection (pharmacogenomics), 
and risk-reduction strategies for common com-
plex conditions.

Two clinical axioms familiar to every medical 
intern should be heeded when contemplating the 
clinical use of high-throughput SNP genotyping 
or DNA sequencing. First, “Don’t order a test un-
less you know what to do with the result.” For in-
stance, years of experience with sequencing the 
BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes for clinical purposes has 
yielded thousands of sequence variants in these 
two genes, many of which are rare and of un-
known significance. Population-level sequencing 

Figure 2. Human Genetic Variation.

Human genetic variation can be grouped into three 
major categories: single-base-pair changes (Panel A), 
small and large insertion and deletion events (Panel B), 
and structural rearrangements (Panel C). The scale 
and consequences of such changes can vary dramati-
cally, depending on where and when such a variation 
occurs. For example, the change of a single base pair 
can have profound health consequences (e.g., the sub-
stitution of a thymidine base for an adenine base in the 
human β-hemoglobin gene), whereas a large, balanced 
translocation event (in which the genetic information 
on an entire arm of a chromosome may switch places 
with the arm of another chromosome) may have no di-
rect consequences for the affected person.
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will provide the first truly unbiased look at 
20,000 genes that have rarely been sequenced in 
“normal” persons, and it will probably reveal that 
we understand genotype–phenotype correlations 
even less well than we currently suppose. Second, 
“When you order 20 tests, each with 95% speci-
ficity, you are likely to get at least one false posi-
tive result.” Even if sequencing is 99.9999% ac-
curate, a full diploid genome sequence will contain 
6000 errors. Separating the wheat from the chaff 
will be a considerable challenge. Highly accurate 
sequencing will be required, and approaches are 
being developed to achieve this through very-high-
fidelity primary-sequence production coupled with 
redundant sequencing of the same region to 
check for errors. Such approaches will not obvi-
ate the need for large population-based studies 
to help define genotype–phenotype correlations. 
Harmonizing research and clinical informatics 
across the U.S. health care system to create a lon-
gitudinal living laboratory for observational re-
search would facilitate such studies. On a practi-
cal level, advanced medical informatics systems 
will be critical for clinicians hoping to use se-
quence information in patient care.

Fu t ur e Dir ec tions

The wealth of scientific discovery generated over 
the past 10 years is unparalleled in the history of 
biomedicine. Moreover, the rate of discovery is 
accelerating. At the outset of the past decade, the 
identification of gene mutations causing single-
gene disorders was largely a cottage industry, con-

Figure 3. Microarray Technologies.

Microarray technologies, or gene chips, are at the heart 
of many of the most important scientific and clinical 
advances of the past 5 years. With current technolo-
gies, information on more than a million unique se-
quence variants can be provided on a single chip. Mi-
croarray technologies used to detect single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) share some common features: 
first, creation of a structured microscopic arrangement 
(array) of oligonucleotides of defined sequence on a 
substrate such as a silicon chip (Panel A); next, hybrid-
ization of a fluorescently labeled patient DNA sample 
to the array (Panel B); subsequently, scanning of the 
array to detect the location and amount of sequence-
specific binding in the sample (Panel C); and, finally, 
computational processing of the raw image data from 
the array to yield an interpretable readout of SNP data 
(Panel D).
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ducted by individual laboratories studying extend-
ed families. By the end of the decade, genomewide 
association studies targeting gene associations 
for complex conditions involved collaborations of 
research groups spanning the globe. International 
collaborations of large-scale sequencing centers 
are generating terabytes of sequence data at speeds 
and costs that seemed inconceivable 5 years ago. 
Much discovery now takes place with the use of 
a computer connected by means of the Internet 
to a wealth of databases containing information 
on genotype and phenotype for humans and other 
model organisms.

The ability to measure human genetic variation 
reliably and inexpensively in research settings has 
fueled and shaped the movement toward person-
alized medicine in health care. Although person-
alized medicine has many definitions, most share 
the core idea that any one patient’s health is best 
managed by tailoring preventive measures and 
treatment to personal preferences as well as to the 
patient’s particular environmental and biologic — 
including genomic — attributes. There is an inher-
ent, unresolved tension between genomics-enabled 
personalized medicine and the tenets of popula-
tion-based, evidence-based medicine.47 However, 
there is no reason that the two approaches to car-
ing for patients should be in opposition. A first 
step to bridge genomics-enabled medicine and 
evidence-based medicine would be to collect and 
store DNA from enrollees in most new clinical 
trials of drugs and devices. With appropriate con-
sent, such samples could provide a resource for 
learning about the role of genomic variation in 
treatment response. There is also a need for well-
designed prospective clinical trials that measure 
patient-oriented outcomes of selected genomic ap-
plications (e.g., in the arena of pharmacogenom-
ics) for which the advantages of introducing new 
technology over using standard care are not im-
mediately evident. Creative solutions are being 
rapidly developed in the public and private sectors 
to allow for translational research that will help 
bridge the gap between the worlds of personal-
ized medicine and evidence-based medicine.48,49

The articles in this series will provide a sam-
pling of the state of the art of genomics in bio-
medicine, although readers should recognize that 
the reach of genomics extends to scientific disci-
plines such as agriculture, paleontology, and re-
newable energies. The articles will appear regu-
larly and will cover topics from the nuts and 
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Figure 4. Sequencing Technologies.

Rapid advances in sequencing technologies have brought the cost of se-
quencing DNA down at a rate that exceeds that of Moore’s law. Traditional 
sequencing technologies rely on a labor- and resource-intensive process of 
cloning fragments of sample DNA into bacteria, selecting and growing the 
clones, and then sequencing purified copies of a single fragment. Each tra-
ditional sequencing reaction yields approximately 1 Kb (1000 bp) of DNA 
sequence; typically about 100 reactions are run in parallel. In contrast, 
next-generation sequencing technologies take advantage of miniaturization 
and automation to sequence hundreds of thousands to millions of DNA 
fragments in parallel using extremely small amounts of chemical reagents 
per reaction. A single sequencing run with next-generation technologies 
can yield more than 100 Gb (100 billion bp) of DNA sequence in a matter 
of hours or days, depending on the particular technology used. On the ho-
rizon are “$1,000 genome” technologies that further refine sequencing by 
allowing direct sequencing of individual DNA molecules. Such refinements 
have the potential to eliminate the need for sample amplification, further 
reduce the use of chemical reagents, and produce highly accurate sequence 
data more rapidly.
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bolts of genome wide association studies to can-
cer genomics to the ways in which genomics is 
reshaping our perceptions of race, ethnicity, and 
ancestry. Each article will emphasize what can be 
done for patients today and provide a basis for 

understanding what will be possible for patients 
in the years to come.

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with 
the full text of this article at NEJM.org.

We thank Jeff Schloss, Ph.D., of the National Human Genome 
Research Institute, for his help in preparing Figure 4.
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